My Idol Is Lewis Hamilton
Everyone has that someone that they admire and look up to them throughout their life .For me a
formula one driver named Lewis Hamilton who influence me and shape my life till today. He
influenced my life because he is very passionate on doing something even though he is in a bad
situation and always delivers outstanding result throughout his career of being a formula one
driver in track and outside. That’s why I admire him so much.
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Lewis Hamilton is a very good looking person and well known for his fashion. He worked as a
model for Tommy Hilfiger so do not doubt his sense of fashion. He is also well dress and
catches everybody’s eyes due to the way he dresses. He has brown skin colour and brown
eyes. He is not that muscular due to formula one drivers can’t gain so much weight because it
will affect the cars weight distribution during the grand prix.
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Besides a good looking person he is a very determine guy, that is because he always pushes
himself and his fellow members to the limits in order to gain the best result possible. For
example, he has the most formula one grand prix wins (83) beating the legend Michael
Schumacher career. Furthermore, he is a very consistent guy in his career .He help Mercedes
AMG Petronas F1 Team to win the constructers title for 6 consecutive times. He has good
relationship even with his rival Sebastian Vettal showing that he has a good characteristic.
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In conclusion, I will always cheer for Hamilton throughout his f1 career because he has good
personality. He is my role model and I will follow his attitude and to be just like him. Without him
I would not be determine enough to fulfil my dream of being an f1 engineer in the future. His
influence affects the way live by reducing the negative attitude in me and becoming a more
positive person. He always presented nice characteristic to others even to his foe. I watch him
race with my father since I was a little boy, but I never gained interest in f1 at that time. As time
passed I started to gained interest in f1 just like my father and became a fan of Hamilton till
today. I have learned so much from him and I will treasure it and maybe one day I will watch f1
with my kids in the future to enhance their passion in something.
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